SHOWBAGS

$6.00 each
Pre Order NOW to avoid missing out on Mega Fete Day!

- 6 delicious mini Kit Kats 17g
- 2 yummy Bertie Beetles
- 1 Milko bar
- 1 snappy gum gag
- 1 snappy hand
- 6 delicious mini Smarties 11g
- 2 yummy Bertie Beetles
- 1 Redskin bar
- 1 tricky squirt pen
- 1 ice cream shooter trick

- 1 x TNT sour chew bar
- Yummy Lolly Pop
- 8 x Wicked Fizz balls
- Packet Zappos
- 4 neon laser straws (sherbet)
- Wicked Fizz super POP
- Magic dust cola
- Magic dust strawberry
- Moo chew bar
- Wicked Fizz chew bar
- Funky super star glasses
- Cool butterfly tattoo pack
- Awesome glow in dark earrings
- Cool Girl Power mag
- Groovy coloured hair extensions
- Funny ice cream trick
- AMAZING colour changing mood ring

- 4 mini Nerds 12g
- 1 Nerds Grape and Strawberry 45g
- 1 Redskin bar
- 1 Milko bar
- 1 pair nerd glasses
- Fantastic fun inflatable frisbee
- Wii remote key chain
- Paddle ball challenge
- Finger flick basketball game
- Velcro target ball game
- Funky deck mini cards

PRE ORDER Forms located in Family Fun Packs or available from our Website.

CLOSING DATE : 4th March 2015

Payment available via

CASH        CHEQUE